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1. Introduction/background

Although BAT and Brite/Beige share a set

Brown adipose tissue (BAT) is a

of common gene expression profiles, each

unique fat depot that shows high heat-

fat depot has a series of its selective gene

producing capacity. Brown adipocytes

markers [3-5]. While a single beige cell

(BAs)

reportedly shows an equivalent calorigenic

contain

abundant

cristae-rich
lipid

potential as single brown adipocyte [6, 7],

droplets. Under sympathetic nerve stimuli,

it is suggested that the Brite depots of cold

BA produces heat by destructing the

acclimated

electron potential across the mitochondrial

predominant influence on the capacity for

inner membrane generated by electron

nonshivering

transport system (ETS). When uncoupling

consensus finding regarding the functional

protein 1 (UCP1) is activated by lipolysis-

difference between BAT and Brite/Beige

derived

the

has not yet been obtained. Nevertheless,

mitochondrial

the unique structure of BATs, which are

electron potential is destructed, thereby

equipped with densely packed capillary

releasing electronic energy occurs as

networks similar to the case of endocrine

mitochondria

free

adrenergic

and

fatty

stimuli,

multilocular

acids
the

under

thermal energy. In small sized mammals

mice

may

not

have

thermogenesis

[6].

a

A

tissues (Figure 1), imply that BATs may

with high body surface/weight ratios

play unidentified roles as quasi-endocrine

including

tissues.

thermogenesis

mice,
is

BAT-dependent
indispensable

for

The presence of BATs in adult

maintaining body temperature. In addition

humans was reported in 2009 [8-11]. After

to BATs, which are derived from myf5-

a dispute over whether humans had indeed

positive myoblasts in dorsal regions of the

BATs or they had nothing but Beige

dermomyotome [1], BAT-like thermogenic

depots [3, 12], the existence of human

fat depots are detected in white adipose

BATs was re-confirmed in 2013 [13].

tissues (WATs), especially in inguinal

Thereafter,

regions in the close vicinity to the femoral

attracting

sheath in cold acclimated mice. These fat

important target in the drug discovery for

depots are termed as Brite [2] or Beige [3].

the treatment of metabolic disorders.
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However, there are considerable amounts

the improvement of glucose metabolism

of

high-quality

remain undiscovered. In this review, we

research materials. In addition to the cost

would like to discuss a novel and effective

issue, there is a serious ethical concern in

strategy for discovering genuine BA-

obtaining sufficient amounts of human

specific hormones.

hurdles

in

preparing

BAT specimens via biopsy or surgery.
2.

Even in the case of murine BATs, an issue
of “fragility” limits the progression of the

high

expressions

of

Rnase1

Thus, development of a novel tool for BA
researches has long been awaited to
proceed the studies of BATs.

waves

of

BAT

2.1. BAT regression in neonatal
period

and

chymotrypsin-related peptidases (Table 1).

two

regression in human life

researches. The fragileness of BAT may be
attributed, at least in part, to its relatively

The

There
regression

are

two

process

phases

of

human

in

the

BATs:

physiological versus pathological. During
the neonatal period, humans have a large
BAT depot in the interscapular region that

We previously established a method

is equivalent to the murine interscapular

for producing functional BAs from human

BAT (iBAT), the major BAT depot in

embryonic stem cells (hESCs) and human

mice. In large-sized mammals including

induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs)

humans, however, iBAT disappears by the

[14, 15]. Since glucose metabolism was

end of the neonatal period or at an early

significantly improved on the following

phase in the suckling stage. Since the

day of transplantation [14], it seems that

regression of iBAT occurs in every

the

individual

glucose

metabolism-improving

without

exception,

it

is

capacity of BAs is independent of its

considered as a physiological process.

thermogenesis potential. It has long been

Although the mechanism and the reason

suggested

certain

for this regression remain elusive, a long-

factor(s) to improve glucose metabolism.

term existence of iBAT in large-sized

Although several candidates have been

mammals might exert adverse effects. For

reported (reviewed by Wang et al. [16]), it

example,

seems that crucial BATkines involved in

mice

that

BAT

secretes

Copyright 2016 KEI Journals. All Rights Reserved
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atherosclerosis under cold acclimation due

The distribution of active BATs can

to accelerated UCP1-dependent lipolysis

be visualized by a combination study of

[17]. It is known that humans are more

positron emission tomography (PET) using

prone to undergo atherosclerosis than

an

mice. Therefore, iBAT regression might

computed tomography (CT). A study on

rather be beneficial in the case of humans,

healthy volunteers preconditioned by cold

reducing the risk of developing ischemic

stimuli (19˚C, 2 hour) has shown that

diseases. In any event, this early wave of

active BAT decreases with age: more than

BAT regression would not be a critical

50 % of young individuals in their twenties

phenomenon in considering the etiology of

showed active BATs while less than 30%

metabolic disorders in adult life.

and none of the individuals in their forties
and

18

F-fluorodeoxyglucose

sixties

showed

probe

active

and

BATs,

2.2. Age-related BAT regression in
respectively [19]. This

study further

later life
showed that BAT-positive subjects lacked
Even after the disappearance of

age-related body weight gains whereas

iBAT in the neonatal period, BATs remain

BAT-negative subjects underwent middle-

to exist in cervical, supraclavical, axillary,

age spread [19]. Thus, it is strongly

paraaortic, perirenal and paravertebral

suggested

regions. It is well known that adrenergic

indispensable roles in preventing age-

stimuli are required for the maintenance of

related obesity. In other words, middle-age

histology

spread should not be a natural or

and

functions

of

BATs.

that

human

BATs

play

Therefore, the distribution of BATs may

physiological

reflect

pathological process that would lead to the

the

adrenalins,

local
which

concentration
are

released

of
from

process,

but

a

development

of

adrenergic nerve endings or uptaken from

Indeed,

incidence

the

adrenergic

syndrome by age shows the clearest

terminals [18]. Indeed, the regions where

correlation with the dynamics of BAT

BATs

regression

circulating

are

blood

located

by

receive

intensive

sympathetic innervation (Figure 2).

the

(Figure

metabolic

rather,

3).

of

disorders.
metabolic

Hence,

the

development of metabolic disorders could
be explained, at least in part, the failure of

Copyright 2016 KEI Journals. All Rights Reserved
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BAT functions. In the following section,

performed by using Ucp1-DTA-transgemic

we would like to discuss the possible

mice provided important findings in

mechanism for BAT-based metabolism

considering the biological significance of

regulation.

BATs. On the other hand, UCP1 KO mice,
which were intolerant to acute cold stimuli,

3.

Thermogenesis-independent

functions of BATs

did not become obese when reared at room
temperature even under high-fat diet [23]

The biological significance of BATs

although they underwent obesity under

was reported more than twenty years ago

thermoneutral (~30˚C) conditions without

in BAT-depleted mice, which bore an

high-fat diet [24] and suffered from

Ucp1 promoter-driven diphtheria toxin A

glucose metabolism disorder in later life

(DTA)-expressing transgenes to induce

[25]. Moreover, UCP1 KO mice showed

prompt death in Ucp1-positive cells [20].

sensitivity to single injection of leptin

At 16 days of age, the BAT-depleted mice

administration although they were more

became obese with an equivalent severity

prone to undergo leptin resistance under

to ob/ob mice even in the absence of

repetitive leptin administrations than wild

hyperphagia. In the step of obesity

type

progresses, they became hyperphagic and

discrepancy between BAT-depleted mice

underwent

and Ucp1 KO mice regarding obesity

severe

glucose

and

lipid

metabolic disorders [21] along with serious

mice

[26].

Thus,

there

is

a

proneness and leptin resistance (Table 2).

leptin resistance [22]. In the 21st century,

There may be several interpretations

however, gene-targeting approaches (i.e.

for the discrepancy. Among those, the

knockout/knock-in mice) have become the

most likely explanation would be that

standard for genetic engineering in animal

BATs contribute to obesity prevention and

experiments instead of transgenic approach

glucose

because of the difficulty of maintaining the

thermogenesis-independent

transgenes in a controlled state. Nowadays,

agreement with this, a clinical study

the findings obtained from Ucp1-DTA-

showed that there was no correlation

transgemic mice are scarcely referred.

between core body temperature and obesity

Nevertheless, a series of the works

[27].

Copyright 2016 KEI Journals. All Rights Reserved
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hESC/hiPSC-derived BAs lowered fasting

explain the robust and prompt effects of

blood glucose levels and augmented

transplanted BA on glucose metabolism

glucose tolerance in oral glucose tolerance

improvement. The unsuccessful outcome

test (OGTT) as early as on the following

in discovering genuine BATkines in the

day of transplantation (i.e. after 16 hours

past indicates that the development of

from transplantation) [14]. Since the BA-

novel research tools is required for

transplanted

were

identifying crucial BATkines. In the

similarly kept in starvation until the start of

following section, we would like to discuss

OGTT, the effect of food intake or body

the possibility of applying regenerative

weight changes is not needed to be

medicine technique as a new strategy for

considered.

BATkine hunting.

and

The

control

most

mice

appropriate

explanation for the prompt effect of the
4.

transplantation would be that BAs secrete
certain

soluble

factors

(hereinafter

molecules including ANGPTL8, FGF21,
IL6, VEGFA/B, BMPs, adiponectin, NGF
and NRG4 have been reported as the
candidate for BATkines (reviewed by
Wang et al. [16]). However, it seems that
the crucial glucose metabolism-improving
factors have not been identified yet
because the major producers of these
molecules are other tissues than BAT.
Even in the cases whose main producer is
BAT (e.g. ANGPTL8, NRG4), their
reported functions could not sufficiently

Copyright 2016 KEI Journals. All Rights Reserved

and

4.1. Fragility of murine BATs

improve glucose metabolism. In Figure 4,

summarized. Up to now, a number of

Medicine

Metabolic Disease Control

collectively referred to as "BATkines") to

the hypothetic functions of BATkines are

Regenerative

In most of the previous studies,
murine BAT samples were used for
BATkine discovery. However, we need to
take

account

of

the

considerable

fragileness of BATs, which makes it
difficult to obtain high-quality BA samples
that correctly reproduce the functions and
gene/protein expression profiles in vivo.
The fragility of BATs may be attributed, at
least in part, to their relatively high
expressions

of

peptidases

and

primarily

chymotrypsin
Rnase1,

expressed

in

family

which
the

are

pancreas

(Table 1). Moreover, quality changes or
degeneration generally occurs during the
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process of cell preparation from living

reproduces the in vivo events during BAT

bodies

tissue

development ([14] and data not shown),

removal, enzymatic treatments for cell

gene/protein expression analyses using

dissociation) as reported in hepatocytes

hESC-based differentiation system may

and vascular endothelial cells [28-31]. In

provide useful information for early phases

this regard, human pluripotent stem cells

of BA differentiation. Currently, hiPSCs

(e.g.

manipulation

for

such as hESCs and hiPSCs have a great
advantage

that

they

can

provide

differentiated cells of interest without
degeneration. In the following section, we
would like to discuss the benefit of using

are the most commonly used human
pluripotent stem cells. Nevertheless, we
strongly recommend using hESCs instead
because they are the natural counterpart of
hiPSCs, and thus, provide information of
the highest quality and reproducibility

hESC/hiPSC-derived BAs for BATkine

(data not shown).

hunting.
The
4.2. Exploration of BAT-derived
hormones using hESCs

hESC-based

differentiation

system reproduces BA developmental
process in fetal life. Whether or not there

we

are alternative pathways to supply BAs in

established a method for a directed

adult life remain controversial although the

differentiation

into

involvement of vascular components was

functional BA without exogenous gene

suggested [35, 36]. It seems that age-

transfer

an

related regression of BATs in humans is

advantage over other methods that are

attributed to certain events during BA

based on exogenous gene transfer [32, 33]

development in fetal life rather than

in that it is applicable to the analysis on

insufficient BA supply from alternative

gene expression dynamics during BA

pathways in adults. For example, the

differentiation. Although it is known that

destruction of PRDM16 gene, which is

BAs are derived from En1+ cells in the

involved in the commitment of myoblast to

somite [34] and Myf5+ myoblasts in the

BAs [1], causes progressive degeneration

dermomyotome [1], molecular events in

of BAT in adult mice: Ucp1 mRNA levels

earlier developmental process of BAs

were decreased by >90% at 6 months of

remain elusive. Since our method properly

age and severely whitened BATs were

As

already

[14].

of

This

mentioned,

hESC/hiPSC

method

has

Copyright 2016 KEI Journals. All Rights Reserved
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detected at 11 months of age [37]. Since 11

adult life. Elucidation of the mystery of

months of age (ca. 25 years old in human

BAT will make a large contribution to the

age) corresponds to the time when human

therapeutic

BAT detection rates begin to decrease, the

syndrome.

development

of

metabolic

failure in BAT maintenance may trigger
the development of metabolic syndrome.

5. Future prospects

Novel molecular targets in drug discovery

Metabolic syndrome is a chronic

for the treatment of metabolic syndrome

disease. Therefore, long-term survival of

may be obtained by elucidating the

transplanted

molecular

required for the recovery from metabolic

mechanism

for

BAT

hiPSC-derived

BAs

is

maintenance in adult life. Our preliminary

disorders.

observations suggest that hESC-derived

transplanted BAs could survive a relatively

BAs secrete a variety of soluble factors, in

short duration of time (< 3-4 weeks) as

which unidentified auto/paracrine factors

reported in humans [14] and mice [38]. By

and glucose metabolism-improving factors

contrast,

are included (Figure 5A). It is expected

BATs could survive for sufficiently long

that the hESC-based BA differentiation

time period (i.e. at least up to 16 weeks) to

system will provide a new strategy to

ameliorate metabolic disorders [38]. Thus,

elucidate

factor-based

an intraperitoneal route should be taken in

regulatory network that is involved in BAT

future clinical trials using hiPSCs-derived

maintenance

BAs for the treatment of metabolic

the

soluble

and

glucose

metabolism

regulation (Figure 5B).

However,

subcutaneously

intraperitoneally

transplanted

syndrome. However, the intraperitoneal

Collectively, the hESC-based BA

transplantation has a risk of peritonitis. In

differentiation system provides a useful

addition, the removal of transplanted grafts

research tool in 1) clarifying the molecular

in case of tumor formation would be a

events in early-phase BA development, 2)

highly

discovering novel glucose metabolism-

peritoneal adhesion inevitably occurs after

improving factors (e.g. insulin sensitizers,

transplantation. Therefore, the clinical

leptin

study using hiPSC-derived BAs should be

sensitizers,

insulin

secretion

complicated

stimulators), 3) identifying auto/paracrine

considered

factors involved in BAT maintenance in

subcutaneous transplantation.

Copyright 2016 KEI Journals. All Rights Reserved
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Even the short-term survival of

circulating leptin per se aggravates leptin

hiPSC-derived BAs may exert sufficient

resistance and the occurrence of leptin

therapeutic effect, for example, via a

resistance precedes the development of

transient amelioration of leptin resistance.

metabolic

The major cause of poor performance in

additional measures to ameliorate leptin

dietotherapy is the presence of serious

resistance will provide improved results in

leptin resistance, due to which the subjects

the treatment of metabolic syndrome.

disorders,

searching

for

on diet suffer from unbearable sensation of
hunger. At the very time period when

6. Conclusions

subjects feel the most intolerable hunger,

Increasing evidence suggests that

subcutaneously

transplanted

hiPSC-

BAT

regression

in

adult

life

is

a

derived BAs may mitigate the sensation of

pathological process and is involved in the

hunger,

to

development of metabolic disorders. What

continue dietotherapy. Even after the

proportion of patients with metabolic

accomplishment of dietotherapy, additional

syndrome suffers from BAT failure is a

subcutaneous transplantation of hiPSC-

matter to be addressed. For this aim,

derived BAs may bring a desirable

development of a feasible method for

outcome, lowering the risk of rebound

measuring active BATs amounts (e.g.

weight

limited

serodiagnosis) is required. The hESC-

application of hiPSC-derived BAs in the

derived BAs may provide an excellent tool

subcutaneous transplantation therapy may

for

produce a positive result as an adjuvant or

monoclonal antibodies that can be applied

supportive therapy. Although there are

to serological diagnosis of BAT failure.

several

resistance-ameliorating

New approaches by using regenerative

drugs, combination of the drug-based

medicine technique of may open the door

therapy and a regenerative medicine-based

for advanced therapeutic development of

approach may further raise therapeutic

the treatment for metabolic syndrome.

assisting

gain.

leptin

their

Thus,

willpower

even

a

providing

human

BA-specific

performance. Since high concentrations of

Copyright 2016 KEI Journals. All Rights Reserved
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Figure 1. Histological findings of murine BAT and Brite/Beige depots
Hematoxylin and eosin (HE) staining of the slices of the inguinal Brite/Beige depots and
those of interscapular BAT (iBAT) of ICR strain mice that were reared at room temperature.
Note that iBAT has densely packed capillary networks as in the case of endocrine tissues. In
the upper left panel, “A” and “V” indicate the femoral artery and femoral vein, respectively.
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Figure 2. BATs distribute in the regions that receive intensive sympathetic innervation
The regions where BATs are distributed (brown ovals) and the areas which receive intensive
sympathetic innervation via adrenergic ganglia (yellow ovals) or adrenergic plexuses (yellow
meshes) are shown. The superior/meddle/inferior cervical ganglia and the thoracic ganglia of
the sympathetic trunk have a close relationship with cervical/supraclavicular BATs and
paravertebral BATs, respectively. On the other hand, the branchial/pharyngeal/cardiac
plexuses and the renal plexus innervate the paraaortic BATs and perirenal BATs,
respectively. Axillary regions are the areas that have the most abundant eccrine glands (pink
ovals), which receive intensive sympathetic innervation.
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Figure 3. Age-related regression of the relative volume of the tissue
Dynamics of relative tissue weights (per body weight) [39, 40] and the incidence of metabolic
syndrome [41, 42] during the span of human life are illustrated. Among the major insulintargeted tissues including skeletal muscle, liver, brain, the incidence of metabolic syndrome
shows the highest correlation with the dynamics of the regression of BATs.
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Figure 4. Hypothesized roles for BATkines in glucose metabolism regulation
Discrepancy in the severity of glucose metabolism disorders and leptin resistance between
BAT-depleted mice and Ucp1 knockout mice (Table 1), as well as prompt glucose
metabolism-improvement (~ 16 hrs) in hESC-derived BA-transplanted mice [14] suggests
that the BAT regulates glucose metabolism independently of its thermogenic capacity but via
secreting factors (i.e. BATkines). Although several molecules have been reported as the
candidate of glucose metabolism-improving BATkines (reviewed by Wang et al. [16]), crucial
factors that play the major roles in glucose metabolism improvement via leptin sensitization,
insulin sensitization and insulin secretion remain undiscovered.
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Figure 5. A hypothesis: BAT failure triggers the development of metabolic disorders
A conceived model for the maintenance of BAs in adult life (A) and a hypothesized
mechanism for the development of obesity and metabolic disorders as a result of BAT failure
(B). BAs are known to be derived from myf5+ myoblasts by the action of PRDM16 during fetal
life. Although the presence of alternative pathways to supply BA progenitors in adult life
remains controversial, Immature BAs have relatively a large potential for self-renewal. It is
also known that Prdm16 knockout mice undergo severe age-related BAT regression in adult
life. Therefore, developing the method for maintaining self-renewing capacity of immature
BAs that were produced from myf5+ myoblasts may provide the most effectual strategy for
the control of metabolic disorders. Currently, the mechanism of the age-related BAT
regression, which is caused by age-dependent BA degenerations, is not understood. The
hESC-based differentiation system, which is expected to provide an excellent tool for the
analyses, will make a large contribution to therapeutic development for the treatment of
metabolic syndrome.
Abbreviations: BA, brown adipocyte; VEC, vascular endothelial cells; Per, pericytes; ADR,
adrenalin; NPs, cardiac natriuretic peptides; PKA, protein kinase A; PKG, protein kinase G.
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Figure 6. Future prospects in the hESC/hiPSC-derived BA-based therapeutic
development
The method for a highly directed differentiation of hESCs into functional BA [14] provide an
excellent tool for analyzing early-phase developmental process of BA, which remains elusive
but is expected to identify new molecular targets for the drug discovery for metabolic
syndrome. hESC-derived BAs also provide a feasible tool for BATkine hunting, which will
contribute to the establishment of replacement therapies for BAT failure patients. The hiPSCderived BAs will be applied to transplantation therapy. Although intraperitoneally
transplantation, which has a risk of peritonitis, is required for long-term purposes, even a
short-tern survival of the hiPSC-derived BA (3-4 weeks) can exert beneficial effects by
ameliorating the unbearable sensation of hunger during the course of dietotherapy. The
hESC/hiPSC-based differentiation system is also of use as a tool for drug discovery via
screening small molecules that enhance BA differentiation, activate self-renewing of
immature BAs or augment the production and secretion of glucose metabolism-improving
BATkines.
Abbreviations: hESC, human embryonic stem cells; hiPSC, human induced pluripotent stem
cells.
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Table 1. Phenotype differences between BAT-depleted and UCP1 knockout mice
Phenotype differences between BAT-depleted mice [20] and UCP1 knockout (KO) mice [23]
were summarized. BAT-depleted mice became obese as early as at postnatal day 16 and
underwent severe obesity equivalent to ob/ob mice [20]. These mice suffered from severe
glucose metabolism disorder [21] and serious leptin resistance [22]. On the other hand,
UCP1 KO mice become obese [24] and undergo glucose metabolic discorders in later life
[25] when they are reared at thermoneutral temperature (~30˚C). In addition, UCP1 KO mice
are basically sensitive to leptin administration although they are more prone to undergo leptin
resistance under repetitive leptin administrations than wild type littermates [26].
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Table 2. Murine BAT expresses various pancreatic peptidases and a ribonuclease at relatively high levels
The information regarding gene expressions in the BAT in mice was retrieved by searching BioGPS database [43] using a dataset of GeneAtlas
MOE430, gcrma [44].
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